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Where we are now

- Global oil demand now exceeds supply, gas is running down and even toxic nuclear raw material has a 20 year 
supply. The UK has gone from being 2 million in 1700 to a population of 60 million and we import 70% of our 
food.

- This food comes from countries that will lose their surplus agricultural productivity as climate change acceler-
ates.

- We cannot afford to lose any greenfield sites to urban expansion - it will become increasingly important to grow 
locally produced food without without oil based fertiliser.

- Even if we build every wind farm and tidal barrage ever proposed, we could never meet our current energy 
demand from renewable energy sources.

- But if we reduce demand by 70% this target now becomes possible. There is enough biomass in the UK for 160
dry kg per person per year.

- Saving electricity is most important as this is the hardest to generate. One kwh of mains electricity has the same
carbon footprint as three kwh of gas. So working within the sensible limits of renewable energy stocks available 
within our national boundaries we give every UK citizen their fair quota.

The ZEDfactory response

ZEDfactory carefully analyses each unique site context, and generally tries to apply the following concepts, subject to a
clients financial requirements. This can be best summarised by the ZEDwheel, first used to design BedZED in 1998 :
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Our aims

Reasonably maximise development density without loss of amenity in urban and suburban areas. Land is pos
sibly the most precious resource of all.

Design out the need for travel by building in any local missing services or resources, ranging from telecommuting rough
to office space or local shops. Futureproof new communities by designing long life loose fit serviced shells capable of
making the transition between domestic and commercial and then back again. 

Above - BedZED is a high density live/work development on a brown field site which still provides great outdoor space amenity.

Left - SkyZED high density urban development designed to be
replicated around transport nodes.
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Design out the need to travel to buy high carbon food, by promoting local farm food deliveries, local farmers 
markets and the production of fresh vegetables and fruit within private gardens, skygardens, out of season 
conservatories and allotments

rapeseed press
for vehicle fuel oil

food crops

fuel crops
(rapeseed)

zero carbon emmission delivery vehi-
cles, electric and vegetable oil.

methane processing system uses
cattle slurry to create heat and

power 

cattle produce milk, meat,
and waste - waste is used

for power and fertiliser

milk processing system
uses by product hotwater
from power production in

an evaporative cooling sys-
tem to store milk 

Foodlink ordering
at the double click

of a button

Deliveries can be ‘safe stored’ on site at
bedZED to allow office hour deliveries to

take place
BedZED residents get the benefit
of good quality foods with mini-
mal food packaging and low car-

bon food miles

Minimise the thermal and electrical requirements of any new or existing community by both upgrading the performance
of the building fabric to ZEDstandards and installing energy efficient lighting and appliances.

Above - The ZEF ZED food link - Zero Emission Farm to Zero Emission Development

Left - BowZED - superinsulated, airtight, solar orientated
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Generate the maximum amount of renewable energy from within the site boundaries as practicable, minimising the
demand on scarce national renewable energy stocks [ such as biomass or onshore / offshore wind ] ZEDfactory are
expert in building integrated renewable energy systems, and believe that on site microgeneration will eventually
replace the centralised energy supply systems commonplace today. This will often involve masterplanning to respect
equitable solar access, maximising wind speed for power generation and ventilation, and minimising discomfort and
noise, and thinking through an efficient communal biomass heat distribution network.

Above - Jubilee Wharf - built to run on renewables - features 4 turbines producing the annual electrical requirement of the development and a wood pellet boiler to provide
the annual heating requirements

Provide a clear upgrade path as part of the initial design proposals, showing how full annual carbon neutrality 
could be achieved over time - effectively allowing clients to add microgeneration to suit their budgets. This 
often means investing in the passive building fabric or infrastructure that cannot easily be upgraded in future, 
whilst allowing mountings [ wireways or flues for easily added solar panels or turbines] for renewable energy 
harvesting components to be added in future.

Above - ruralZED - designed to ZED specification - upgrade paths are designed in for easy up grades to a zero fossil emission building
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Use reclaimed or local materials and labour for as many bulk materials as possible to reduce embodied carbon.

Above - concept for a recycling plant using recycled fire escapes, bridge trusses, and portall frames which can all be locally reclaimed and reconditioned on site.

Plan facilities management properly after site handover - setting up maintenance and running agreements on 
all mechanical systems when requested. Many communities struggle after handover if ongoing mechanical 
services are not considered at the design stage.

Left - Francis Court - a sheltered housing scheme in the Midlands has a careful-
ly planned maintenance program looking after a potentially at risk community.


